Analysis of the second harmonic generation signal from a liquid/air and liquid/liquid interface.
Three different liquid interfaces, water/air, thiophene/air, and water/thiophene, were probed using the second harmonic generation (SHG) technique. Thiophene and water have been chosen because the hyperpolarizability of these molecules has already been measured or calculated and the different values can be found in literature. We have studied the microscopic structure of these interfaces by comparing the components of the second order susceptibility tensor determined from the SHG polarization curve analysis with those determined via a molecular dynamics (MD) simulation of these interfaces. We have indeed computed the structure and orientation of water and thiophene molecules at the liquid/air and liquid/liquid (L/L) interfaces as a function of the distance from the interface. The integrated susceptibility values calculated by MD simulations agree well with SHG results and validate the choice of force fields that should permit to quantify more complex L/L interfaces.